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EDITORIAL
Marketing and communication:
publicising .it and encouraging market expansion
Anna Vaccarelli
Just a few years ago, the .it Registry was completely unknown.
Today, after a series of large-scale initiatives, new to the Registry,
we have reached a point where the importance of an .it Internet
domain name has been asserted on the international scene
that is the Web. There is still a long (and ambitious) way to go,
especially at a difficult time for the Italian – not to mention the
world – economy.
Our goal remains the same: to promote .it, a sign of quality
labelled ‘Made in Italy’ the world over. That is why the .it Registry
– in response to suggestions put forward by our Registrars –
has decided to launch a strategic marketing campaign in order to
increase awareness of Internet use among Italians, particularly
among small businesses and micro-enterprises, which remain
the backbone of this country’s economy and could gain tangible
benefits from being on the Internet. After all, it is now a well-known
fact that the online market (and the entire Internet economy) is
the future we should all be focusing on.
The marketing campaign will aim to encourage new .it domain
registrations and slow down the cancellation rate – which
continues to be substantial, according to recent statistical surveys
– involving registrars as well (who now number over 1,300).
The plan mainly concerns VAT registered companies, of which
there are over ten million in Italy: a flourishing market waiting
to be explored and one which needs to be convinced of the
merits of using an .it domain, if we consider that the number
of registered domains only amounts to over two million and a
half. These figures highlight the need for a targeted campaign
that can stress the advantages of an .it domain name: a sign of
‘Italianness’ (implicit in the very address itself) and the undeniable
value of ‘Made in Italy’-labelled products in the global market, as
well as the assertion of a company’s identity on the Web, which
becomes highly recognisable even just from its own special
e-mail address.
There are many benefits to having one’s own particular identity
on the Internet, especially with an Italian Internet name, and this
will be kept in mind when planning the marketing campaign in
order to make sure that small businesses and micro-enterprises
get the message: the Internet economy is becoming a dominating
force and we would like to help companies emerge from this
deep-seated, national economic crisis.

Anna Vaccarelli
Head of External Relations, Media
and Communications of .it Registry
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The four-month trend in registrations has proved itself to be positive,
despite the high number of cancellations
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Companies still occupy the top of the league table of registered domains.
Once again, these are followed by private individuals
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Lombardy has held on to its first-place position in the league table,
while Piedmont has overtaken Lazio to claim second place
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Great Britain is, once more, the number one country in terms of the number
of domains registered by foreigners (5,119), followed by Germany (4,860)
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.IT PARADE
Drop Time
Drop Time is a new procedure that was recently introduced on 24 June 2013 by Registro .it that deletes
domain names, twice a day at 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., with a pendingDelete/pendingDelete status. Almost two days
in advance of their definitive deletion, the domains are listed in special lists published in the “drop time” section
(http://www.nic.it/droptime/) of the Registry’s Web site. The server epp-deleted.nic.it must be used to re-register
any of the names in the deletion list.
The drop time procedure brings many advantages to the registration of a .it name, such as:
- the introduction of transparent means of domain deletion for end users as well, equal opportunities to
Registrars in the competition for the re-registration of deleted names;
- the reduction of the number of searches in Whois and DAS to source information on .it names close to
deletion.

Registro .it has been nominated for a 2013 CENTR Award
The 2013 CENTR (the Council of European Top Level
Domain Registries) Awards received 45 nominations.
Out of these, 20 were examined and chosen, and
subsequently divided evenly into four categories:
1. Security
2. R&D
3. Marketing and Communications
4. Contributor of the Year
Registro .it has been nominated for a CENTR R&D
(Research and Development) Award due to the
scientific methods used to study DNS traffic and its
study of trends and end user interests.
A jury of experts will vote for the nominated projects
by 26th September.
The names of the winners will be announced at a
gala dinner hosted by CENTR on 2nd October at the
Atomium in Brussels.

1

2

1. Luca Deri
2. Simone Mainardi
3. Maurizio Martinelli
4. Lorenzo Luconi
Trombacchi
5. Daniele Vannozzi
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HIGHLIGHTS
The .it Registry (with its Registrars) on the user side
Daniele Vannozzi
Signs of the difficult economic times we are experiencing are making their effects felt for .it domain names,
which in the month of August recorded a net decrease, with domain deletions outnumbering new registrations.
A substantial number of Registrants opted to cut maintenance costs for little-used, less profitable domains. On
the other hand, the same period confirmed to us the importance of both domain names and associated services
for the life of companies, institutions and Registrants. Over the summer the Registry received several reports
and requests for assistance from users, many of which were requests for help in recovering Authinfo codes,
due largely to problems affecting the operations of a number of Registrars following their systems going down
or to situations and events relating to the company organisation which negatively impacted their operations
and the continuity of the services offered to their customers. Registro .it, within its sphere of competence,
provided Registrants with assistance, for example by issuing them with Authinfo codes, in particular in cases of
termination of activities or a prolonged period of activity on the part of the Registrar.
The successful resolution of the various cases which arose underscores the importance of synergistic interaction
between spheres of competence in the Registrant-Registrar-Registry chain in overcoming critical moments.

Registro .it’s Recreation Centre: Internet education and fun
The Registry’s Recreation Centre is an initiative for the very
young (from 6 to 10). The main goal is to transmit the Internet
culture amongst “digital natives” educating young people as
to how to use this medium in a knowledgeable and safe way,
rather than only focusing on negative aspects.
There are many risks associated with navigation that need to
be highlighted and addressed, but it is also important to make
the most of all the opportunities that the Internet offers and
the Recreation Centre aims to encourage “good use” of this
resource.
Since July 2013, the Registry’s educational workshop has
been honoured by a precious “seal” of approval of the Autorità
Garante per l’Infanzia e l’Adolescenza (Infant and Adolescent
Authority) that guarantees its patronage and use of the official
logo.
For all information http://www.ludotecaregistro.it
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HIGHLIGHTS
One more time Internet festival: the 2013 edition starts!
The Internet Festival, a multi-theme event dedicated to the Web and the digital revolution that is significantly
affecting all parts of our life and society, will be held again this year in Pisa from 10 to 13 October.
Incubators is the key word for the 2013 event. The Internet Festival will show how the use of new information
technology and communications is the humus of the digital society that can transform the country into a
breeding ground for development and the evolution of ideas, inventions, opportunities, products, services
and start-ups that can also offer a potential future and way out of the crisis and direction for shared
development.
The Registry, one of the event’s
promoters, will be present in the
T-Tour thematic area dedicated
to training with the Registry’s
Recreation Centre, in the Smartup
area with .itCup, the Registry’s
business competition, and with
an event titled A Network of
relationships: the trends for
companies.
All information is available at:
http://www.internetfestival.it
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.itCup: the business competition of Registro .it
Desperately seeking young businesses and investors
to offer ideas and innovative solutions in the ICT
and mobile sectors. This is the goal of the business
competition organised for the second year in a row
by Registro.it in partnership with the Navacchio
Technology Centre and iDNA.
Eight start-up ideas with complete business plans
seeking finance will be presented. Eight draft plans,
representing possible future start-ups, will also
be selected. Candidate ideas must be: original,
offer added value and practical in terms of market
application.
The first ideas, those including business plans, can
benefit from a customised coaching initiative for the
revision of the project and the preparation of the
pitch, whilst the eight draft ideas will be presented to
investors in a 3-minute video-pitch.

Prizes on offer for participants include:
1) an airline ticket to San Francisco and participation
in a 3-week course at the prestigious Start-up School
by Mind The Bridge. The prize is offered by the
Denoth Foundation (dedicated to the scientist Franco
Denoth, long-term director of Iit-Cnr and the manager
of Registro.it);
2) an incubation year at the Navacchio Technology
Centre, with access to all the services offered to startups;
3) a communication kit offered by iDNA, an agency
specialised in new media (logo, brand stationery and
HTML5 animated welcome page).
All selected projects will be presented by their creators
to a panel of high-profile Italian investors at .itCup Day
as part of Internet Festival 2013.
All information at http://www.itcupregistro.it
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PROGETTI
CAPP: how to use a smartphone to improve the quality of life
Franca Delmastro
The CAPP project – Collective Awareness Participatory Platform –
was created from the idea of using everyday technology, particularly
mobile devices, to create services that benefit individual users but
also (and above all) the group. To this end CAPP plans to create an
advanced software platform for the development of mobile applications
that can generate and share content to improve individual and group
knowledge of our surroundings (e.g. the environment, health and
services) capitalising upon users’ needs to interact and communicate,
particularly through Social Networking.
CAPP extends the paradigms of online social networks (e.g.
Facebook, Twitter) moving the focus from virtual interactions by users
via the Internet to the physical interaction of their devices (within a
wireless communication radius) that is closely linked to the mobility
of the users themselves. In this way users and devices create new
communication opportunities and new social contacts. This principle
is the basis of the opportunistic communication networks that support
the development of Mobile Social Network applications in which users
and devices come together in real time and create social communities
linked by interests, needs and shared experiences.

10
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The development of these applications demands a thorough and automatic analysis of the user’s situation and his
device in terms of personal, environmental and social (context) conditions. CAPP promotes the development of
a middleware platform for Android mobile devices that can collect and analyse multi-dimensional information and
provide a single interface for the development of Mobile Social Network applications in various contexts, ranging from
environmental monitoring to the control of health conditions and the social integration of subjects at risk (e.g. elderly
and handicapped citizens).
The project will also involve the development of Urban Participatory
Sensing to evaluate the system in real conditions, in which users
actively participate in the collection of certain environmental
pollution parameters by wearing a mobile sensor connected to
their smartphones. They can also embellish the collected data
with additional content (e.g. photos, videos and comments) and
share it via the mobile social network.
The application and the middleware platform represent a base for
the development of innovative services and applications in the
creation of a “Smart City” in which an active contribution by users
is required to generate “Smart Citizenship”.
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EVENTI
Centr

Icann

26/09 42nd Centr Legal & Regulatory Workshop,
Stockholm (Sweden)
2-3/10 50th Centr General Assembly, Brussels (Belgium)
13/10 Centr Technical Workshop, Athens (Greece)
28/10 5th Centr Security Workshop, Vienna (Austria)
7/11 30th Centr Administrative Workshop, Florence (Italy)
5-6/12 12th Centr Marketing Workshop, Ljubljana
(Slovenia)

The 48th ICANN meeting will take place in Buenos
Aires from 17th – 21st November. This last meeting
will offer a chance to form an overview of the results
achieved by the Dns industry during 2013. The battle
against illegal and abusive use of the Internet naming
system will be one of the recurrent themes.

Ripe NCC

IETF

The Ripe Network Coordination Centre (Ripe NCC)
will hold the Enog 6/Ripe NCC Regional Meeting in
Kiev (Ukraine) on 01st and 02nd October. The meeting
is designed for employees who are particularly
involved in Internet operative issues in ex-Soviet
Union Countries.

Vancouver will host the 88th meeting of IETF (The
Internet Engineering Task Force) from 03rd- 08th
November. IETF 88 is responsible for the largely
technical aspects of Internet software and protocols
and is a forum to discuss how to design, use and
manage the Internet in the most efficient way possible.

http://www.enog.org/meetings/enog-6/

http://www.ietf.org/meeting/88/index.html

http://buenosaires48.icann.org/

The 67th Ripe Meeting will take place in Athens, featuring 5 days (from 14th to 18th October) of panels, workshops
and tutorials in which Internet Service Providers will analyse the most current and important issues facing the
Internet community.
https://ripe67.ripe.net/
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